
How is texture and line shown in drawing? 
Art 

Knowledge Organiser  

Theme Landscapes (Geography link — human and physical features) 

Learning Lens: Drawing: Sketching, charcoal, pastels, ipad  
Class: Year 1 

Previous Knowledge  

Use a variety of tools to mark make – pencils, sticks, chalk, water. Draw into sand, liquids, onto the 
ground using liquids and tools.  

Learning Steps Key Knowledge (answers) 

What do sketches of natural 
objects look like? What can 
you see in them? 

Oils, watercolours and sketches of natural objects by 
different artists.  
 

How do I make patterns? 
What patterns are around 
me? 

Pattern making using natural objects and rubbings  
 

How do I show texture? Use side of chalk to make a patch and smudge with finger.  
Add short lines on top to make texture/ using 4B drawing pencil (on 
cartridge paper). Use side of pencil, smudge, add texture, use a 
rubber to draw with / with. Experiment with felt tip pen, making lots 
of short marks close together (on either sort of paper). 

How do I create light and 
dark lines? 

Pressing lightly / harder to create diff lines 
Using a ruler to make straight lines, freehand for soft-
er, curved lines 

How do I position and size a 
drawing to show proportion? 

Using a grid to create a drawing of a leaf. 

FINAL OUTCOME Autumn objects sketches showing light and dark lines, 
texture and pattern 
Reflection. I am proud of … because  

Project Hook or ‘Wow’ memory 

Jigsaw Sketches. Children work in groups to create sketches by various artists. 

The key skills we want pupils to use during this topic: 

Use a variety of drawing tools – crayon, chalk, pencil, felt tips.  

Draw light and dark lines (tone) Create rubbings (texture)  

Observe and draw patterns.  

Key vocabulary 

pattern a repeated decorative design.  

texture the feel, appearance, or consistency of a surface or substance  

line a long, narrow mark or band  

observation looking closely at an object , especially significant details 

sketch  a rough or unfinished drawing or painting, often made to assist in 
making a more finished picture. 

proportion a part or shape in comparative relation to a whole picture 

  

Final Outcome 

Autumn objects sketch 

Autumn objects sketch using step by step 
guides 

 


